
Appendix B 
Applicants in TA – Case Studies 

Case Study 1

Mr & Mrs X is a household comprising two adults and five children with ages ranging 
from 3 to 15 making them a four-bedroom need in accordance with the Allocations 
Policy.  The family presented as homeless to DBC in July 2015 having been served 
with a s.21 notice (notice seeking vacant possession) by their landlord as it was his 
intention to sell the property.  They had paid £1050pcm which was in line with Local 
Housing Allowance rates.  The applicants were advised to look for alternative private 
rented accommodation and that DBC would look to assist them by way of Deposit 
Guarantee/Rent in Advance.  The applicant advised that, because of the size of their 
family, they would be unable to stay with a relative longer than a day when they have 
to leave existing property.  

The case officer noted that they had tried to negotiate with the landlord on a number 
of occasions and asked for an extension of time to allow the applicant to source 
alternative accommodation but the landlord refused.  They were subsequently 
accepted as homeless in August 2015 and despite extensive work to try and secure 
an affordable private rented property (by both the applicant and the DBC case 
officer) the applicant was eventually evicted in December 2015 and initially placed 
out of the Borough. Although initially Mr S was working, by the time the eviction took 
place, he was no longer in employment due to mental health issues and are reliant 
on benefits which have been capped.  

In the Borough, and on average,  its costs £1821pcm to rent a private four-bedroom 
property which is £771 above the LHA rate.  Dartford Borough Council only allocated 
three properties in the last financial year to a four bed need household and the year 
before only one became available.  There is therefore likely to be a lengthy wait in 
the TA for this household.

TA cost was £385 per week (£55 per night) and the applicants are expected to 
pay £23 personal charge.  HB entitlement was £215 leaving a weekly shortfall 
of £147.  DBC have now moved them to more affordable TA which is leased by 
this Council and the costs are met.  However in relation to the TA placement 
the cost to DBC for this placement was £1205.

Case Study 2

Mrs XX was a victim of Domestic Abuse (DA).  She resided in a property that she is 
an owner-occupier of and shared the mortgage with her partner (the perpetrator) and 
his elderly father who did not reside at the property.  Also living in the property was 
her severely disabled daughter and the property had been adapted to meet her 
needs. 
Following the initial approach in February 2015 the applicant was identified as high 
risk in terms of the DA and after extensive homeless prevention work by officers 
DBC assisted the applicant in gaining a six month occupation order so that the 
perpetrator could not return to the property.  



At the end of the six month term the perpetrator challenged the Occupational Order 
(OO) and won as his elderly father named on the mortgage (even though he did not 
live there).  Mrs XX clearly could not share the property making the only option TA.  

During the time the OO was in place, every effort was made to find alternative 
accommodation including consideration of 6 council properties.  However, due to the 
daughter’s disabilities, no property was suitable due to the adaptions required.  Mrs 
XX  was subsequently put into TA in December 2015 that in no way meets the needs 
of her daughter and we are still unable to find a property suitable to discharge our full 
duty.  

TA cost is £350 per week (£50 per night) and the applicant is expected to pay 
£15 personal charges.  HB entitlement is £195 leaving a weekly shortfall of 
£140.   To date the cost being met by DBC in terms of TA stands at £3375.  

Case Study 3

Mr & Mrs XXX have a household including four children aged between 6 and 17 and 
they also have an elderly relative residing with them.  They had been served with a 
notice by their private landlord because of rent arrears and approached the service 
in October 2015 stating that this was due to the ‘landlord consented to them not 
paying the rent’. Upon investigation the Landlord refused to consider preventing their 
homelessness due to persistent late payments.  A bailiff’s warrant was executed in 
December 2015 and the family were placed in TA.

Whilst in TA, officers concluded that the applicants were intentionally homeless and 
they were given 28 days’ notice (legal obligation).  The applicant then legally 
challenged the decision and asked for accommodation pending review which we 
were required to provide.  However, they did not pay their personal charges and 
were subsequently evicted, after previously being warned, in February 2016 . Their 
HB entitlement also ended in January 2015 as they failed to provide evidence.  

TA cost was £420 (£60 per night) and the applicant was expected to pay £104 
per week as was working.  HB entitlement was £266.66 leaving a weekly deficit 
of £50 per week to be absorbed.    However in relation to the TA placement the 
cost to DBC for this placement was £1790 which is being actively recovered.

Case Study 4

Miss X & Mr X applied as a household including four dependents aged between 8 -
20. They approached the service in December 2015 as they were being evicted from 
a private rented property as the landlord wanted the property back.  During the 
course of the investigation it transpired that the applicant owed the landlord over 
£14k rent arrears.  A decision of intentionally homeless was issued in January 2016.

However the family were clearly “street homeless” and this left the officer with an 
issue as DBC has a statutory duty to provide interim (temporary) accommodation for 
a reasonable period of time for applicants that have been found to be intentionally 
homeless. The aim of this part of the legislation is to allow time for the applicant to 
secure alternative accommodation. 



This also allows time for a referral to be made to KCC’s Social Services Department 
under the Intentionally Homeless Protocol because of the increased risk of harm to 
the children because of the impending homelessness.  Mrs S requested TA upon her 
eviction in April 2016 and this was offered to her for 28 days.   

Despite this work the Housing Options Team was notified after two days by the 
landlord that the property had not been used by the applicant.                                                            

All applicants go through the same detailed and robust sign up process for TA and 
are advised of the breaches that may mean that an accommodation placement will 
en. This always includes a specific instruction that that they must stay at the TA 
every night or notify the authority if they are unable to.  As Mrs S failed to do so to 
do, the accommodation was terminated with immediate effect.  Mrs S approached 
the service again the following week advising that she now wanted to move into the 
TA.  This request was refused.

The cost to the authority was £55 for one night in TA which we are actively 
attempting to recover this amount from the applicant.


